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Executive Summary 

The goals of the UNTWO encourage the promotion and conservation of a route comparable to 

modern day society’s internet network. Similarly, this route was known for its wide spread 

coverage of the earth’s surface and its ability to disperse her resources amongst cultures via the 

tireless forces of its people and their leaders. Today, the SilkRoad initiative is one that wishes to 

preserve the route’s colossal history as well as the local communities which have served as a 

continuity of an ancient culture of trade and commerce. The importance of regaining the once 

interconnected experience as a modern day replica is a one that is based on creating new business 

opportunities while emphasising on a branded SilkRoad experience. 

Upon revelation of the current economic situations, major events have spurred change, 

awareness, revolution and a demand for equality and distribution of the world’s resources as the 

common right of the Earth’s inhabitants. Such events have spurred one of the greatest changes 

known to mankind in its earliest form of reincarnation which was once known in ancient Greece 

as trade and barter. In the light of economic conditions of Greece, societies are emerging as a 

response to the debt ridden state of Greek economy. To be able to attain a quality of life that the 

Greek citizen had once enjoyed, Greek societies have adopted a system of trade and barter which 

allows them to continue quality lifestyles and social interaction without the use of the Euro.  

Such collaborations have brought over 30 businesses together, along with over 12 Greek states 

and a growing population of participants acting unanimously for the preservation and 

sustainability of its own culture and its livelihood. To date, there are well above 800 people in 

these communities exchanging goods for services and services for goods as a means of 

supporting each other through difficult economic times. Although the future of Greece is one that 

has been subjected to ridicule and exclusion in the modern media, glimpses have revealed the 

opportunities that may give re-birth to a culture that was once a part of the intricacy of the 

SilkRoad.  

Knowing this, the Tourism industry has been presented with the invaluable opportunity to 

explore an embryonic trend that is completely unique to the Greek land and ideally positioned 

within the SilkRoad strategy of investment, sustainability and an experience unique to this 

ancient culture. This may further present the opportunity to tackle the current Greek economic 

situation from a different perspective, one that can be achieved through the eyes of the SilkRoad. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the current economic situation of Greece, it remains unknown as to the political stance of the 

countries placement within the Eurozone. While the Greek population have made it evident that 

they would like to remain within the European monetary system, authorities have stated that the 

Greek population have not been exercising enough activity in cooperating with the relative 

parties in making this possibility a reality. The recent elections have further indicated that the 

Greek people remain undecided as to what political party would be fit to steer the future of 

Greece into a sustainable and attainable direction to recovery. Such recent events have made it 

uncertain as to how long the Greek population will be subjected to the poor conditions of the 

current economic downturns, and even more so should Greece go back to the Drachma.  

SWOT 

This section contains the relevant information that explains the current environmental state of the 

country.  

Strengths Weaknesses 

- Greece eases entry into the country 

- Transportation fees and taxes drop 

- Internet marketing campaign success 

 

- Unemployment increased  

- Increase in homeless 

- The local Greek’s decreased quality of life 

- Social unrest and anarchy 

Opportunities Threats 

- Lifting of visa restriction  

- Greek forecast for tourism recovering 

- Greek Parliament encouraging local 

alternative business initiatives  

- Greek people returning to the countryside  

- Ancient barter systems emerging in 

Modern Greece 

- Political turbulence affecting Greek credibility 

and brand 

- Seasonality 

- Discouraged foreign investment 
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INTRODUCTION OF CONCEPT 

The SilkRoad is comparable to modern society as an ancient form of the internet and acted as an 

extended bartering and trade route through which culture, technologies, currencies, agriculture 

and textiles were exchanged. In the current environmental situation of modern Greece, we have 

been witnessing the re-birth of this ancient bartering system, similar to that of the SilkRoad. 

Locals have taken the grassroots initiative of applying this ancient form of bartering into their 

daily lives to compensate for their lack in liquidity. In fact, the success of these bartering systems 

has given rise to several emerging cultures where the use of the Euro is restricted to contractual 

payments. The acquisition of goods and services is traded by bartering the ‘alternative currency’ 

known as TEM which is regulated by the Non-Profit TEM Organization. 

THE TEM AND 3S MODEL COMBINED 

Greece’s adoption of the barter system creates an opportunity for tourists to experience one of 

history’s greatest trading adventures while simultaneously providing the tourist with the 

traditional sun, sand and sea model. The concept hence allows the consumer to participate in 

trading activities with the knowledge that they are contributing to a greater cause by aiding the 

local populations within the TEM society. Please refer to Appendix 1 for a complete walk-

through of the conceptual experience. 

THE ECONOMIC BENEFIT 

The economic benefit revolves around the current situation of the local being absent of liquidity 

but abundant in resources. While the trading of skill sets and goods between TEM barters keeps 

the circulation of TEM going, no actual Euro is contributed to the TEM’s organizational costs, 

future developments, and the possible aiding of settling debts of the local individual within the 

system. However, the incorporation of the tourist, who would purchase TEM with Euros at a 

discounted rate, would aid the development and covering of operational costs by pumping 

foreign Euros into the system. In theory, mass tourism would be injecting enough Euros into the 

TEM Organization that the correct management of these Euros could potentially aid the TEM 

barters in settling their individual debts.  
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The table below explains the symbiotic relationship between the tourist, local and the TEM organization. 

 

DEMAND 

Leisure tourism already represents more than 85% of inbound international tourists in Greece 

and consists mainly of organized tour groups, families and couples (Euromonitor International, 

2011) who spend 10 days on average within the country (National Bureau of Statistics, 2011). 

Tourism expenditure consists mainly of food, accommodation, entertainment; transportation and 

excursions.The displayed countries in table 1 below contribute to more than 50% of Greece’s 

tourism market share: 

 Germany UK France Italy Netherlands Russia 

Tourist Arrivals(1) 2’306’800 2’032’300 1’051’500 907’200 638’800 503’000 

Tourist Receipts(1) 
(EUR millions) 1’615 1’320 739 561 453 453 

Average Spend(2) 
per Trip 
(EUR) 

821 686 731 668 687 1’005 

Table 1 – Tourist arrivals, receipts and average spend of the top countries already present in Greece. 
Sources: (1) (Euromonitor International, 2011), (2) (SETE, 2012) 

SUSTAINABLE TOURISM 

Research in the fields of sustainable tourism has shown that travellers believe hotels should be 

responsible in helping to relieve poverty in the local community (TourismBC, 2011) and is 

amongst the top 3 influencing factors when booking a holiday (IPK International & ITB Berlin, 

2011). Such environmental policies influence their decision to board at a specific establishment 

(TourismBC, 2011). Germany, UK and Russia have been identified as dominant participants in 

sustainable tourism. 

 

Tourist 
 

Buys TEM from hotel at 
a discounted rate to 
barter in the market 

TEM Organisation 
 

Receives € from currency 
exchange with hotels € 
used to cover costs and aid 
members  

TEM Member 
 

Provides goods and 
services in exchange for 
TEM 

Hotel: facilitates currency exchange between tourist and TEM Organisation 
Buy TEM from hotel at discounted rate to barter in market 

Online computer framework: facilitates TEM transactions and member registration 
Buy TEM from hotel at discounted rate to barter in market 
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ONLINE ACTIVITY: GERMANY, UK AND RUSSIA 

The shift of consumer focus from traditional booking methods to the online world as an 

intermediary for travel type purchases has been made evident over the recent years (Online 

Travel Media, 2012). Further investigation indicated that the described target markets exercise 

the highest online activity within Europe – Table 2. Furthermore, Germany and the UK are 

amongst the top three global spenders towards online travel sales (Euromonitor International, 

2012) 

 Germany Russia UK France Italy Netherlands 

O
n

li
n

e 

T
ra

ff
ic

 

Internet Users 
(million) 67.4 61.5 52.7 50.3 35.8 15.1 

Penetration 
Rate % 82.7 44.3 84.1 77.2 58.7 89.5 

Social Media 
(million) 22.1 5.2 30.5 23.5 20-9 5.8 

Table 2 – European Internet Statistics. 
Source: (Miniwatts Marketing Group, 2012) 

TARGET MARKET 

The above research presents an opportunity within the online travel market. Targeting the UK 

and German user between the ages of 24 and 50 years of age would be appropriate due to their 

comfort with online activity and online spending behaviours (IPK International & ITB Berlin, 

2011), as well as the high internet penetration rates; representing the percentage of the total 

population that has access to the internet. Their reasons for travel would be focused on cultural 

expeditions, sustainable tourism and/or leisure activities. 

ONLINE BOOKING TRENDS 

Complex planning patterns have been identified amongst consumers when intending to purchase 

a holiday experience online (Starkov's, 2011): 

1. Google search to identify possible hotel property 

2. Consult Expedia for rates of searched properties 

3. Read peer reviews via Trip Advisor 

4. Make booking depending on success of prior steps 

The opportunity exists to reduce the customer’s search efforts by providing all of the scattered 

information under one platform. Please refer to Appendix 2 for the proposed online model and 

its possible optimization techniques. 
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MARKETING 

Search engines and social media play and important role in promoting travel services and acting 

as a customer service tool (Euromonitor International, 2012). The marketing approach for the 

strategy will rely solely on web.  

The SilkRoad Bartering Centre online platform will be affiliated with popular online booking 

platforms such as Expedia, through sponsorship agreements or by paying for the services. The 

online platform will also be exposed through social media platforms such as Facebook and 

Youtube etc. Adwords will also be purchased for optimal exposure in search engines such as 

Google. In-depth detail on the marketing plan and optimisation tools can be found Appendix 2. 

SUPPLY 

Patras was chosen as a pilot town due to its positioning as one of the SilkRoad destinations of 

Greece, as well as for its existing infrastructure for tourism. It is also one of the emergent towns 

in Greece to have implemented its own bartering system. However, it is important to note that 

the TEM model was substituted into the Patras environment due to the lack of information 

available with regards to the Volos bartering system in Patras. (Appendix 3) 

Supply Category Description 

Transportation 

Different means of transportation are available to get to and around Patras. The most 

convenient way to get to Patras is by coach from Athens. Other means of transport such as 

train, plane, ferry and car services are also available. (Lonely Planet, 2012). Within Patras, 

public transportation such as bus and taxis are also available for tourist. 

Accommodation 

Patras has a total number of 24 hotels available in the city excluding day rental apartments 

and self-service accommodations (TravelSmart LTD, 2012). Most of these properties are 

independent establishments. 

F&B offer 
A range of over 28 local independent F&B outlets are available, representing the Greek 

culinary offer that can be found in Patras (Tripadvisor, 2012). 

Leisure activities 
A large variety of leisure activities are available, ranging from cultural to adventure. For 

example: Sports, Spa, Beaches, Museums, Ruins, Vineyards & Farms and Sightseeing 

CAPACITY BUILDING 

Existing tourism infrastructures such as accommodation, transportations and attractions will be 

utilized within the strategy in order to minimize implementation and operational costs. 
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Nonetheless educating and training future partners on the SilkRoad goals and the strategy’s 

significance to Greece is essential. This is the only way to engage partners or affiliations about 

who and what the SilkRoad is, and then communicate it to consumers.  

Another capacity building that needs to be restructured will be the current bartering system in 

Patras. The strategy requires collaboration with the founder to integrate tourists into the barter 

system and turn it into an income-generating model. In order to realize this strategy, it is most 

essential to approach the different key stakeholders as the first step. 

This section describes the necessary communications which must be made in order to establish 

successful procedures for future developments. 

 

SELECTION CRITERIA OF HOTELS TO SILKROAD 

To be a part of the SilkRoad Collection of Hotels, certain criteria would have to be met to ensure 
a certain level of compatibility between SilkRoad Ethics and Property Operations. Namely: 

1. Be situated in SilkRoad Destinations 
2. Be a part of the existing capacity 
3. Have independent hotel status 
4. Exercise healthy environmental and social practices 
5. Willing to comply to the TEM Organizational Currency Exchange Scheme 
6. Willing to comply to the SilkRoad Standards and regulations 

Stakeholders Description 

Government Working with the government to further develop the TEM organization as well as best 

practices so as to avoid any disturbances and potential dangers of the bartering system. 

Greece Tourism Board 

and UNTWO 

To become visible on their main tourism websites and work together in the long term 

to create a united image, making the Silk Road a permanent tourist attraction in 

Greece. 

TEM Organization and 

members 
Work together with founders to find a system that could support the integration of 

tourist into the barter system, and turning it into an income-generating platform. 

Profits could then be distributed to cover debts of the locals within the system. 

Web Design Find simplest and most efficient way for consumer to book their holiday as well as 

educate the consumer about the Silk Road in Greece. 

Independent Hotels Negotiations between hotels and the TEM organizations should establish methods and 

regulations to facilitate currency exchange between the tourist, the hotel and the € to 

be contributed to the TEM Organizations 
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY 

Revenues of the strategy will be generated by taking a percentage of the SilkRoad Bartering 

Center website bookings as well as the tourists purchase of TEMs at the partnered hotels. These 

revenues will be used to cover operating costs of the project, while excess revenue will be given 

back to the members within the TEM system. The aim of giving back is to help members in 

debts or having difficulty covering costs for basic necessities.  

Sponsors such as UNWTO and Greece Tourism Board will cover losses in the initial stage of 

implementation. However revenues are forecasted to pick up quickly to cover costs and 

eventually become profitable, as there is very minimal cost involved to implement this strategy.  

The efficiency of the business model can be measured through a balance scorecard found in 

Appendix 4. 

LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSION  

The emerging barter societies may prove as a useful tool to tackle the economic crisis by 

allowing the Greek people the opportunity to live a better quality of life through the 

incorporation of the environmentally aware tourist. Simultaneously an ancient culture, strongly 

associated with SilkRoad, is being relived in the modern day and can be directly added to the 

possible portfolio of SilkRoad experiences without neglecting the ever beautiful landscapes, 

cultures and magic of a land which is deeply rooted in the progress of the human race. 

However, caution must be taken in fixing the potentially harmful aspects of a revived concept 

that is currently in its embryonic phase. Professional economists should be put to the task of 

better understanding the use and implications of such societies. By doing so, actionable plans can 

be produced to ensure the safety of these communities, tourism as a means of aiding the 

individuals debt situation, and the rebirth of a once powerful system based on the 

interdependency and sharing of knowledge on and with each other: The SilkRoad, Greece. 
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APPENDIX 4 – Balance Score Card 

 


